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Singapore art museum

Artily disappointed
THE PAIN OF RELEASE

The average teenager chomps at the bit to
get out from under parental rule and during
those tumultuous teenage years, many parents are only too eager to show their child
the door. But when the time comes, releasing a child is often painful, if not impossible
for many parents.
Some parents want to hold on to their
youngsters long after their duties as
parents are over. The same commitment
that leads parents to do well when the
children are small may also cause them to
hold on too tightly when they’re all grown
up. However, it’s the responsibility of the
parents to release their grip and set the
fledgling adult free to make it on his own.
And parents who refuse to let go often
force their child to choose between two
poor alternatives.
The first is to yield to parental domination which makes them dependent puppets.
The second is to respond like a mountainous volcano that blows its top, pouring lava
on everything in its path. To ease your child
out of the house and into the world, first
look at your own hands. If you are holding
on too tightly, this might be the very best
moment to release the grip.

Wu Guanzhong programme
did not deliver as promised
Letter from Laurence Meyer

WEEKEND Today’s Living section (Sept 2627) featured a listing for “Black and White:
Wu Guanzhong for kids (Clay Fun)” on Sunday, which the Singapore Art Museum (SAM)
promised would be “a creative way to keep
the children occupied this F1 weekend”.
The SAM website stated that the session “will commence with an in-depth
guided tour of the exhibition to provide
children with possible perspectives for
creating their artworks”.
I have three children and we are very
interested in the visual arts. When we arrived at the museum, two women asked
the children to sit and started distributing
some clay, telling me that I could come
back later.
I asked them why they weren’t starting
with the guided tour. They stared at me,
puzzled. They finally called the admission
desk to ask for access to the gallery.
Another parent asked who the artist
featured was. One of the instructors answered: “Some Chinese painter.”
The “in-depth guided tour” of the gallery lasted less than five minutes.
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They then returned to the art and craft
area, where they started to make pandas
with the clay. This despite the fact that Wu’s
painting Pandas — which is supposed to be
the inspiration for the clay session — is not
to be seen at the museum any more.
Beyond that, there was no connection
to the wonderful work of Wu Guanzhong.
Basically, the kids spent an hour playing with plasticine.
I find it unacceptable that an institution
like the SAM promotes such activities for a
$30 fee. This fee covered just five minutes
in the gallery, and included a $5 charge for
“materials”. Five bucks for plasticine?
Promoting art to children is honourable,
but proposing commercial programmes
conducted by non-professional staff is not.

SHORT TAKES

Spiked by speculation

Letter from Michael Tan

I refer to the letter “Why we peg to
market rates: HDB” (Sept 25).
The key problem is in benchmarking HDB flat prices to market rates.
Market rates are subject to speculation and if no effective counter-measure are taken, first-time HDB flat-buyers could soon have trouble affording
a roof over their head.
With household incomes capped at
$8,000 to qualify for subsidised rates,
how many young couples will be able
to afford a flat if prices continue to
spike, as private property prices have?

Openness is the key
Letter from Kwan Jin Yao

I refer to the report, “Welcoming newcomers with vouchers for language
courses” (Sept 28).
I believe it is critical that integration and interaction programmes are
not presented to be forcibly contrived.
The most important factor should be
the willingness of residents and neighbours to step out of their comfort
zones to freely converse and interact
with the newcomers. These traits cannot be taught or inculcated, and must
originate from the gradual basis of an
open and accepting society.
The key is for Singaporeans to open
up and make these expatriates feel
welcomed. Both sides should not come
to rely on the authorities on this front.

